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with Copyright
Licensing New
Zealand, this is
the sixth year
that the CLNZ/
NZSA Research
Grants are to be
offered.

�Both

grants
are for $3,500
each and for
either fiction or
non-fiction.
One is for research
to be conducted
at the Stout
Research Centre
and the other is
project-based,
where the
applicant specifies
where the
research is to take
place.
�

In 2012 grants were
awarded to Kelly
Ana Morey and
David McGill.

Closing
date is
26 June.
For application forms
please contact
NZSA National Office:

www.authors.org.nz
office@nzauthors.org.nz
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In this issue
These are turbulent times for
authors and the NSA, and
members have chosen Dunedin’s
Kyle Mewburn to lead us through
the next two years. On page 7,
Kyle outlines some of the villains
he sees ahead. On the opposite
page, new President of Honour,
Gavin Bishop, also considers his
own targets.
Elsewhere, Adrian Blackburn
covers his highlights from the
Auckland Readers and Writers
Festival, Megan Dunn sums up the
impact of New Zealand Book
Month, graphic designer Paul
Shadbolt says why he believes
books should be created in
association with a designer, a
Thorpe-Bowker executive
expounds on the importance of
correct metadata, Jocelyn Watkin
writes on the advantages of indie
publishing, Sarah Johnson reports
on a book fair at Raglan, Jackie
Hayward from CLNZ explains how
licensing income is distributed,
Clare Feeney tells of the success
she has gained from the Frankfurt
Book Fair and Geoff Walker reflects
on the rapid growth of
self-publishing respectability. We
hope you enjoy.

New skipper takes
the helm
Kyle Mewburn to lead NZSA until 2015
After four years under the extremely capable guidance of Tony
Simpson, the membership has decided it is time for a change. At
the New Zealand Society of Authors AGM held in Dunedin on the
weekend of June 7-8, CEO Maggie Tarver announced that Kyle
Mewburn from Dunedin had been elected by a comfortable margin.
Maggie was generous in her praise for the work done by Tony
Simpson. “Tony has worked tirelessly over the last four years for
the Society. His political influence has been of great benefit to our
lobbying activities and his long-standing membership brought an
excellent understanding of its historical significance to the Board.
He has certainly taught me many things during his terms as
President for which I am, and will remain, most grateful. His
over-riding objective for the Society – the creative and financial
autonomy of our members – is something we can take with us into
our strategic review which will keep his legacy alive,” she said.
Maggie was also appreciative that Nelson Wattie had put his
name forward for the role. “Although Nelson was not successful on
this occasion, I was personally delighted to see him nominated by
the Wellington Branch. Nelson’s work as our PEN representative
has been exemplary over the last few years, and it is an
endorsement of our work that such talented and highly regarded
members are willing to put their hands up for the Society. I look
forward to continue working with Nelson on PEN issues and to
keep this important aspect of our work alive and kicking.”
She also thanked those NZSA members who had taken the
time to vote. “Over 400 voters – a great result! The online voting
was embraced by the majority, which eased the process at
National Office. I want to thank every member who took the time
to vote, to be actively and democratically involved in the future of
the Society. I value your input during this important transition.”
The CEO told the audience these were changing times for
authors and the role the NZSA should play was itself under
review. “Kyle has proved himself a very capable and energetic
Chair of the Dunedin branch and I believe we can have
confidence that he will lead us very ably through the next few
challenging years,” she said.
Maggie also announced that well-known author and illustrator
Gavin Bishop had accepted the role of President of Honour for
the next year, replacing Sir James McNeish. “We’ve been
extremely fortunate to have two leaders of the outstanding
national reputation of both Tony and Sir James,” she said.
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News

The way ahead with Kyle Mewburn
Kyle Mewburn says he has always been a writer, at first dabbling
with advertising and journalism and gaining a degree. After the usual
rejections with novels and short story anthologies, he hit paydirt with
his first picture book – The Hoppleplop. He has now written more
than 50 titles, published in 23 countries, and won numerous awards.
In his election pitch, Kyle said he believes
the NZSA’s role as the voice of the literary
community “needs to be ramped up to raise
its public profile and garner wider support.”
He believes there are two key areas that
need a much more vigorous approach: New
Zealand Book Month and PLR/ELR. He also
advocated lobbying for an Education Lending
Right and believes that as more writers
embrace e-book publishing, the NZSA needs
to expand/broaden the services it provides.
With regard to the thorny topic of the
organisation’s finances, he believes the key to

How the
election
played out
_Digital newspapers
_Digital magazines
_Book printing
_PhotoBooks
_Resource books
_TransPromo
_Books on demand
_Versioned newsletters
_Learning materials

Books of one

TruePress

Talk to us about wholesale rates
operations@printstop.co.nz

Rick Shera

rjs@lojo.co.nz t @lawgeeknz

Intellectual Property
+ New Media Advice
+ Internet Law

Lowndes Jordan, Barristers + Solicitors, Level 15
PWC Tower, 18 8 Quay Street, Auckland, NZ
p +64 9 309 2500, www.lojo.co.nz
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CEO Maggie Tarver reports on
the voting
We received 409 votes for the National
President election which closed on Friday
May 17. This represents 27.6 per cent of our
current membership eligible to vote.
Only 13 per cent of the votes came in by
post, three members emailed their votes to
me, with the majority voting online through
the website.
Four per cent of the voters voted twice.
These were largely through the website and
in all but two cases were for the same
nominee twice. This would likely be due to
confusion around the process of voting on
line, unfamiliarity with the process and
uncertainty around whether the vote had
gone through. In the cases where the
duplicate votes were for different people,
members were contacted to clarify who they
were voting for, and in both cases the
members confirmed they had only voted
once. Duplicate votes were evenly spread
between the nominees.
Eleven votes were cast against either
invalid numbers or expired memberships.
One was from a member who had sadly
passed away in 2009. These votes were, of
course, discounted.
The process of including a membership
number was an attempt to ensure one vote
per member and an even and fair process.

financial security is diversification. He said
NZSA needs to actively explore creative ideas
to generate independent income streams,
such as investigating charging for professional
services to non-members and organising
more high profile public, profit-making events.
In regard to NZSA structure, Kyle said he
believed it was “time to revisit our core
purpose and revitalise our strategic plan.”
Kyle’s full election pitch can be found on
page 15 of the April/May issue. On page
seven of this issue, he outlines his vision for
the next two years.

UK publishing
industry still
booming
E-books are not killing the British publishing
industry as some analysts had feared.
According to recent sales figures, the
publishing industry in Britain is booming.
Last year total spending on printed and
digital books rose four per cent to £3.3 billion
according to the Publishers Association. The
biggest growth area was in e-book downloads
which grew by 66 per cent to £411 million.
Despite the shift in focus towards digital
publishing, print sales do not appear to have
been significantly harmed. Physical book
sales last year were down just one per cent at
£2.9 billion.
Total sales of digital fiction increased last
year by 149 per cent. Digital formats (which
include e-books, audiobooks downloads and
online subscriptions) accounted for 12 per
cent of total book sales in 2012, an increase
from eight per cent in 2011, and from five per
cent in 2010. Children’s books were another
notable area of growth last year, up four per
cent to £233 million.
The Publishers Association chief executive
Richard Mollet said British publishing “was a
healthy industry which continues to grow”
and he believes the industry has reacted
quickly to the move toward e-readers sparked
by the popularity of Amazon Kindles, Nooks,
Kobo and iPads. "That's the key to
succeeding in the digital world – having them
capable of being read on any device on any
platform.”

From The CEO

Reader's views

The last two months
have been very busy for me at
National Office. Preparations
for the AGM have taken a lot
of my time. The end of year
accounts took much longer to
prepare than anticipated and
cost more to audit. This is the
first time that we have prepared
consolidated accounts for
the Incorporated Society as a
whole and it has been quite a
challenge. My sincere thanks to
the accountant, Toby Kingston,
who has been tremendous
throughout and worked for not
much pay to get everything
packaged as cheaply and
efficiently as possible.

Dear Editor

Our intern, Elias, has
finished his time with us and
we wish him the very best
with the rest of his studies.
During his time here, he
updated our schools contact
list (for the Youth Mentor
Programme), updated our
press list which has now
been separated into regions
and developed the NZ
Literary Calendar on our
website. This means I can
target marketing for branch
activities as well as national.
Some of you have not liked
the standard display and
preferred the list presented
in Death by Deadline
previously. Hint – go to the
calendar, and click Agenda
on the top right hand side
and it will display in a list
format. Elias also achieved
many other tasks and I
would like to thank him for
all his hard work.
I have been lobbying on
four main issues over the
last couple of months and
these are:
Digital in the PLR – With the
UK independent report on
e-lending by William Sieghart,
I took the opportunity to
draw the Minister’s attention
to this and requested that
we look at following their
recommendations. He
has undertaken to ask the
Department of Internal Affairs
to consider the issue and

provide him with further advice.
Our recommendations included
additional funds be injected into
the PLR to take into consideration
the digital developments and
the fact the fund has been
static since 2008. I also have a
meeting with Grant Robertson,
Labour Arts, Culture and Heritage
Spokesperson, mid June to
discuss this.
Learning Media – I have written
twice to the Ministry of Education
on this matter. I have asked for
the list of NZ based companies
appointed to the preferred
suppliers; reassurances from
the Ministry that NZ generated
content will be used in all
educational material provided
by these suppliers; assurances
that overseas companies will
not be appointed as a preferred
supplier in the future; assurances
that the preferred suppliers will
not be downgrading the terms
offered to NZ writers. We have
also asked for clarification around
the School Journal – the Ministry
has committed to the ongoing
provision of the publication,
however its undertaking to
commission eight in 2013
represents a potential reduction.

We have also asked for
clarification around the
School Journal – the
Ministry has committed
to the ongoing
provision of the
publication, however
its undertaking to
commission eight in
2013 represents a
potential reduction.
Two new interns have
been with us since early
June. Melissa Cullen from
Waikato University is helping
with our marketing, PR and
visibility, as well as developing
a communications strategy
for us to continue. Working
alongside her is Megan Bailey,
an intern from the US. I am
very excited about what will
come out of this valuable work
and extremely grateful to them
and their tertiary institutions
for supporting us.

NZ Poet Laureate selection
process – I have met with the
National Librarian following my
letter about this issue and have
been reassured that they are
currently revising the selection
process to ensure transparency
and a fair rotational system.
I hope to hear more about
this soon.

authors are concerned that they are
not aware of receiving payments
from the CLNZ licensing scheme. I
have presented to the CLNZ Board
a request that an independent
review be conducted to consider
the possibility of following the
lead of the Australian licensing
agency which, due to pressure from
within the community, now offer
payments direct to authors as well
as payments to publishers. I look
forward to further developments
in this area, but in the meantime
I would encourage members to
contact CLNZ to establish whether
your work has been used under the
scheme and what payments you
will be entitled to receive.

CLNZ payments – Many of our

Maggie

E-book award – After long discussions with Kobo I was delighted to
launch the new award for two unpublished manuscripts. However,
I believe information on this has been well covered in our online
newsletters and on page 9 of this magazine.

I was pleased to see
Karen Trebilcock’s robust
contribution about the
Public Lending Right, and
to know that she is out
there in support of writers.
In a sense, the history
isn’t important, it’s what
happens next that matters.
But I think it worth noting
that the 1970s was not
such a bad time for what
used to be the Authors
Fund; it was in the early
1970s that the far-sighted
Labour Prime Minister
Norman Kirk championed
the Fund, and oversaw
its inception.
Not all politicians, or
their underlings, have been
so clear about the fairness
of the Public Lending
Right, and this led to
battles. I became secretary
to PEN NZ (as it was then)
a few months after the
Fund was set up, and I did
my best to support authors’
rights in this respect, over
many years. My painful
experiences of speaking
out have included being
castigated in the press, by
name, for conducting a
‘rort’ on tax payers. More
than once.
There are many things I
could say about PLR, but
one suggestion for the
moment will suffice:
namely, that NZSA (PEN
NZ Inc) campaigns for
greater public awareness
and understanding of what
PLR means, and how it
influences the availability of
New Zealand books in
public libraries.
There are still many
misunderstandings about
the function of PLR. Public
support would enhance the
standing of our claims in
the eyes of successive
politicians.
Yours,
Fiona Kidman
Wellington
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New President of Honour –

Gavin Bishop

GAVIN BISHOP (Ngati Pukeko, Ngati Mahuta, pakeha) is a
children’s writer of international as well as local reputation.
As a picture book author and artist he has published over
50 books that have been translated into eight languages and
won numerous awards.

I

am delighted to be this
year’s Society of Authors’
President of Honour. In a
way, I can’t believe it. I know
other children’s writers,
such as Joy Cowley and
Margaret Mahy, have been
Presidents of Honour in the
past – but this is different –
daring even. A writer who
produces mainly short stories with lots
of pictures is not usually taken this
seriously.
I’m a picture book writer/artist. I
can’t put it more simply than that.
There is no single name for this activity.
Could it be my task this year to find a
name for someone who produces both
the words and the pictures for picture
books?
Maybe, but what I would like to do
even more, is raise the general
understanding of the role of illustration.
For too long it has been seen as a minor
art form, something to make a book

consideration by adults.
Generally, in our society where
words rule, pictures are often
seen as a side dish. Have a look at
the New Zealand best-seller list
and see if you can find the name
of the illustrator of a picture book
listed there. The writer’s name is
always featured. Even if the book
has only a few dozen words and 32 pages
of detailed pictures, the book belongs to
the writer.
USEFUL RELATIONSHIP
I’ve always been proud to be a member
of the Society of Authors. I joined PEN in
the early 1980s when an invitation was
extended to illustrators, as well as writers
of children’s books, to join and become
full members. It wasn’t long before I put
the PEN’s legal services to good use. I was
having issues with a couple of publishers
who would not return my artwork
after they had finished with it. They
claimed that because my work had been
commissioned, they owned the artwork.

... what I would like to do ...is raise the general understanding of the
role of illustration. For too long it has been seen as a minor art form,
something to make a book more attractive or break up blocks of text to
render it less daunting for an unconfident reader. But illustration has a
bigger job to do than that. It tells stories, and in the case of children’s
books, it tells stories to a specific audience.
more attractive or break up blocks of
text to render it less daunting for an
unconfident reader. But illustration has a
bigger job to do than that. It tells stories,
and in the case of children’s books, it
tells stories to a specific audience.
I think this is where the problem of
illustration being taken seriously,
begins. Being associated with children,
it is perceived as lacking intellectual
depth and not worthy of serious

6

They refused to recognise my intellectual
property rights. The PEN lawyers sorted
this out and my work was returned.
The issue of ownership of original
artwork is something that stills needs legal
clarification in this country. Perhaps now
that much of the work produced by
illustrators today is digital, this problem is
not such a big one.
PEN certainly served me well on this
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Things have moved on. There
is a different climate in the
New Zealand literary world
now. New Zealand children’s
literature in particular is
enjoying what I think could
be seen in the future, as a
golden age.

occasion. However our relationship was
severely challenged in 2004 when
several senior adult writers, who held
executive positions in the SOA, made it
clear they did not think writers of
children’s picture books deserved to
receive a full payment from the
Authors’ Fund (Public Lending Rights).
A group of us pointed out that the
Authors Fund was not intended to
reward authors for the time and effort
they put in to create a book, nor for the
number of pages in their book. The
fund was established to compensate NZ
authors for the loss of royalty income
on book sales as a result of their books
being in public libraries.
EFFECTIVE CAMPAIGN
The regulations at that time stated that
a book must contain at least 48 pages
to receive full payment from the fund,
therefore picture books received only 30
per cent of the full payment. But other
literary forms such as poetry and drama
needed to have only 24 pages to qualify
for full payment.
A campaign of letter writing and a
mention on a television arts programme
eventually convinced Creative NZ, who
administered the fund, to make some
changes.
Things have moved on. There is a
different climate in the New Zealand
literary world now. New Zealand
children’s literature in particular is
enjoying what I think could be seen in
the future, as a golden age.
I am still proud to be a member of the
SOA and I am heartened by how readily
the society supports all kinds of writers
and illustrators.
I am looking forward to my year as
President of Honour and have already
scribbled down a few ideas for the Janet
Frame Lecture I have to give in March.

(And no, I’m not for one moment
suggesting my predecessor bears any
resemblance to Roger. It’s a metaphor
people! Or an analogy ... hard to tell
sometimes. Though speaking of Roger
Moore, I can do a very good Moore-esque
raised eyebrow. But I digress ...)
Each incarnation invariably brings a
new villain, too. Each more insidious,
more evil, more kick-ass than those
faced before. So who shall be our
Doctor No? Our Goldfinger?
Certainly not the publishers or agents
or bookshops or any of the myriad
organisations and companies which
make up the publishing industry. We
may not always agree. But we are all on
the same side.
If there is a nemesis for our times, it
is a shadowy, social/cultural kind of
villain. More SPECTRE than Blofeld. It
is also one we all share. We need to find
much more creative and innovative
ways to work together if we are to have
any hope of defeating it.

Shaken, not stirred
New President, Kyle Mewburn, sees James Bond-like
parallels in the daunting task ahead

S

tepping into the President’s role
feels very much like being chosen to
play the next James Bond. At least
that’s how I imagine it might feel. Having
never actually been selected to play 007
(or even been on the director’s radar as
far as I know), imagination is all I have. I
am, though, still young, so I shan’t quite
give up hope yet. Ms Broccoli – call me!
Where was I? Oh, yes. Playing James Bond.
For a start, you’re acutely aware of being
merely the latest in a long and varied
line-up. Many 007s have come and gone
before you. Some created a lasting legacy.
Others left little impression. I imagine each
actor chosen for the 007 role believed he
would be in the former category. He likely
also imagined he was bringing something
new to the role which would leave it in
better stead than his predecessor.
But you never know, do you? There are
way too many variables to enter into these
things with too much confidence. The
audience, for one, will likely be divided.
Some will mourn the passing of the baton
and may, in fact, never warm to the
newcomer. They may not like his style or
the inevitable change in directorial
approach such a change brings. No matter

how many Bonds come and go, many
diehard fans would, I imagine, still
welcome Sean Connery’s return.
NEW CHALLENGES AHEAD
Some may already have a positive
attitude because they’ve seen (perhaps
even admired) his previous work. Others
will be left scratching their heads – who
is this guy? But most, I imagine, will
adopt a wait-and-see attitude. Judge
the newcomer on his performance. His
approach. I hope so. Though there is, of
course, no pleasing everyone.
The publishing world is changing
rapidly. That seems to be the perceived
wisdom. Changing times bring new
challenges and a whole new audience.
They demand new directions, new
energy. Yet, at the same time it’s
important (vital, even) to respect the 007
tradition and retain the die-hard fans.
New audiences may be exciting, sexy ...
but they can often be fickle, too. You
over-cater to them at your peril.
One thing which is clear, I think, is the
urgent need for the NZSA to adapt to the
new challenges. We need to morph into a
much more dynamic, active leading player.
More Daniel Craig than Roger Moore.

OPTIMISM NEEDED
In many ways it’s a daunting task. Yet
I’m undaunted. Like most writers, I’m
an optimist at heart. Even the most
melancholic amongst us, I think, must
imagine the publishing glass is half full
in order to carry on.
Yet it’s not mere optimism which
inspires me. Despite everything – the
changes, the new pressures and
demands – the writer’s task remains
fundamentally unchanged. To write. To
create. To share. Words set the world
trembling. Words create magic.
Literature, books, writing, stories
will always be the beating heart of any
culture. Sometimes that gets forgotten.
It is my strong belief that our combined
voices can get that heart resounding
once more. We simply need to read
from the same script.
Whether you’re an M, a Q, a
Moneypenny or even a Felix Leiter,
there’s a valuable role for you to play.
Less cloak-and-dagger and more
blockbuster is required, I think. I shall
strive for Sean Connery and hope I
don’t end up a Timothy Dalton. Only
time will tell.
My mission, should I choose to accept
it ... I shall keep my fingers crossed the
briefcase isn’t about to explode in my
face anytime soon.
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Events

authors including (but not limited to): Joe
Bennett, Tessa Duder, Jim Flynn, Sir
James McNeish, Tanya Moir, Nicky
Pellegrino. Children’s authors were also a
focus: Joy Cowley, Barbara Else, Rachael
King. The list goes on!
The events campaign is a grass roots
movement that has been built up over
time by original Events Coordinator,
Beth Davies, who put in a lot of the
ground work to connect publishers,
booksellers and volunteers. In 2013 we
directly funded events that reached a
Campaign ambassador
Oscar Kightley.
total audience of nearly 10,000 people: a
growth of one thousand attendees! So
many volunteers come together to make
the programme successful: great
booksellers, great publishers, great
readers, and great authors.
Unity Wellington organised a packed
lunch
time event: Emily Perkins, Kate Di
The efforts of many make this year’s campaign another
Goldi and Lloyd Jones all spoke in-store
success, says project manager, Megan Dunn.
about New Zealand Books they had read
recently and recommended.
ew Zealand Book Month takes
Meanwhile in Gisborne this March,
place each March and is a
Awapuni School had a visit from
celebration of the power of all
the fire department, but there was
books to enrich, empower, inform – and
no fire to put out. Senior
even change – lives. In 2013 we had a
Firefighter Dan Latu and fellow
host of wonderful ambassadors who
fire fighters were there to read to
were the face of the campaign including
the children.
Annabel Langbein, Oscar Kightley
NZ Book Month contributes
and Ben and Libby Crawford. These
funding to events with other
ambassadors all spoke about the books
organisations like the New
that have changed their lives and more of
Zealand Society of Authors which
their stories can be read on our website.
does a fantastic job of realising
Libby Crawford went to a meeting with
the Janet Frame Memorial
Libby Crawford
students at Avonside School in
events campaign touring New
Lecture each year. Libraries
discusses books
Christchurch to talk about her reading
Zealand authors to city centres
across the country are
with students at
Avonside School. particularly strong supporters
life. “I’ve been stoked to be an
and regional communities. The
ambassador for NZ Book Month, and
campaign is about building the
and often have really wonderful
hope that my involvement has helped to
profile of reading and sharing a love of
displays of New Zealand books
encourage young people to read more,
books nationwide.
prominently placed in high footfall areas.
and to find the type of reading that is fun
NZ Book Month could not take place
Since 2011 the National Library has
for them,” she commented.
each year without the investment of
partnered with NZ Book Month to deliver
Established as a non-profit Trust in
multiple sponsors. Key sponsors from
book vouchers to every school and school
2006, New Zealand Book Month grew out
2013 include Caltex Energy for Learning,
child supported by a range of literacy
of the unifying vision of a group of
the BNZ and Printlink who print all of
materials. This activity is funded by
authors, booksellers, publishers, and
the vouchers for free. Every year voucher
Caltex Energy for Learning. My favourite
book clubs. The trust is governed by a
redemption increases. In 2013 voucher
part of March is the Reading Superhero’s
board of dedicated professionals –
redemption has grown to 11 per cent
competition which asks children to
readers – who care about the cultural
from just under 3 per cent in 2011. It is
nominate the parent, teacher, librarian of
value of books and reading.
wonderful to see so many people taking
care-giver who has most inspired their
The campaign now has two major
the chance to grab a new book.
desire to read.
platforms. Since 2011 millions of $5-off
For the past three years the events
The National Library has also created
vouchers have been printed and
programme has been supported by
two practical pamphlets, Help Your Child
distributed nationwide. The costs of this
Creative New Zealand to tour New
Become A Reader and Read Aloud,
promotion are shared by the
Zealand authors and build audiences for
which have been sent to schools and
participating publishers and booksellers.
local work. In 2013 NZ Book Month funded
translated into a range of Pasikifia
Book Month also runs a nationwide
183 events, involving 173 New Zealand
languages including Te Reo Maori.

New Zealand Book Month
a powerful celebration

N

8
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NZSA and Kobo launch
e-publishing opportunity
National publication for two talented winners

T

Mark Lefebvre –
recognising excellence.

he New Zealand Society
of Authors (PEN NZ
Inc.) in association with
Kobo Writing Life, is launching
a significant opportunity for
two authors with the Kobo/NZ
Authors e-Publishing prize.
This competition offers two
talented New Zealand authors
the opportunity to be
professionally published in
e-book form through the Kobo
Writing Life platform, and offered
for sale throughout New Zealand.
The competition allows
applicants to enter a piece of
writing of fiction or non-fiction
between 30,000 and 120,000
words. Manuscripts will be
judged anonymously by a panel
comprising representatives from
Kobo, The New Zealand Society
of Authors (PEN NZ Inc.) and an
independent bookseller. Members
of the public will be able to vote
for their favourite shortlisted
manuscripts on-line and these
winners will each receive a free
Kobo reader.
The opportunity is open to any
New Zealand resident or citizen.
Sponsored by Kobo, the award is
administered by the New Zealand
Society of Authors (NZ Authors).
Application forms and Terms and
Conditions are available at www.
authors.org.nz.

“Kobo Writing Life is all about
removing barriers and providing
authors with tools and resources
to help get their best work into
the market,” says Mark Lefebvre,
Kobo’s Director of Self-Publishing
& Author Relations.
“Collaborating with the New
Zealand Society of Authors in this
effort to recognize excellence in
writing is a great way to provide
New Zealand writers a fantastic
and unique opportunity.”
CEO of The New Zealand
Society of Authors (PEN NZ
Inc.), Maggie Tarver, describes
the opportunity for two New
Zealand writers as “exciting. The
idea grew following the success of
the NZSA/Pindar Publishing Prize
in 2010. This offered a print
publication and it seemed a
natural progression to move into
e-publishing in the current
environment. I approached Kobo
with the idea of publishing a

book, and they were so
enthused by the idea they
wanted to offer not one, but
two publication opportunities
– one for fiction and one for
non-fiction. We’re delighted
with this opportunity to work
closely with Kobo and to offer
this amazing opportunity.”
The award offers digital
publication through the Kobo
Writing Life Platform for two
previously unpublished
manuscripts – one fiction and
one non-fiction. The purpose is
to create opportunity for
authors to publish their work to
a professional standard and to
offer it for sale through trade
channels in New Zealand. The
award also aims to recognise
excellence in creative writing
and create a launching pad for
writers’ careers.

Key Dates

Applications open

May 2013

Applications close

July 2013

Shortlist announced

September 2013

Online voting begins

October 2013

Online voting closes

October 2013

Winner announced

November 2013

Book launch

March 2014

Dates may be subject to change.

The New Zealand Societ y of Authors (PEN NZ Inc.)
in association with Kobo Writing Life announce the launch of the
Kobo/NZ Authors E-Publishing prize.
We are calling for unpublished manuscripts in fiction and non-fiction between 30,000 and 120,000
words. Prize offers editing, design, layout, formatting and marketing. Books will be available for sale
throughout NZ through the Kobo Writing Life platform and independent retailers.
Applications close 31 July 2013.
For full details and application form visit
www.authors.org.nz
or email office@nzauthors.org.nz
Ph 09 379 4801
The New Zealand Author #293 June/July 2013
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Thinking
between
the lines
Since writers Stephanie Johnson and Peter Wells inspired the first
Auckland Writers & Readers Festival in 1999, seat sales have jumped
seven-fold, from the initial 5000 to around 35,000. Last month
ADRIAN BLACKBURN joined around 13,000 individual ticket buyers
who crowded the Aotea Centre’s multiple venues over five days for more
than 84 individual events joining 150 writers and their faithful readers.

A

n absolute surfeit, if not of lampreys, of literary
delicacies. That was the tempting dilemma posed by
the excellent 74-page programme the Auckland festival
team produced for 2013.
I had to empathise with the NZ Herald books editor,
Linda Herrick, writing part-way through the festival,
who bemoaned the impossibility of attending several must-see
events all on at the same time.
The average festival visitor attended about three events. I
managed 11, in my choices giving a discourteous swerve to the
less literary-focused such as food, gardening, wine, travel and
cricket, and concentrating on an arbitrary balance between
overseas and local novelists and poets.
In the crowded foyers of the Aotea Centre between sessions I
was constantly reminded by friends and acquaintances emerging
from other events of just how many good things I had missed.
And the unexpected absence from the festival of former NZ
Author columnist “Bookman” Graham Beattie, due to a traffic
accident with his Vespa scooter, meant I could not rely on
catching up later through his usual wide ranging blog for an
acute alternative view.
GALA OPENING A MUST
However, a few observations: If next year you can afford money
and time for just one event, make sure to get to the Thursday

10
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evening gala opening, which
offers a select degustation menu
of the festival’s offerings.
This year, eight guest writers
showed their oral storytelling
skills in presenting seven-minute
unscripted personal tales inspired
by the theme of an open book.
They ranged from the
heartbreaking to the hilarious.
Standouts were exuberant
Scottish-Nigerian writer Jackie
Jackie Kay
Kay coming out to her evangelical
Christian birth father in Abuja – “So you are a les-BE-i-an?” –
and quietly-spoken Leonard Cohen biographer Sylvie Simmons
pondering during an interview with another unnamed rock god
the etiquette of whether to include in the conversation one of
the star’s female acoloytes whose mouth was already
undeniably full.
As the literary marathon went on through an intermittently
wintry weekend there was a temptation at times to curl up with
a good book rather than sally forth again from the suburbs,
fighting wind and rain, in search of central city stimulation. But
that would have meant missing out, while waiting in a crowded

auditorium for the next essential writer’s session, on another
reminder of Leonard Cohen, his melancholic murmurings
through the Aotea’s sound system, insisting on high rotate that
there’s a crack in everything. I couldn’t help feeling that was
perhaps also true of the record being played.
A mere quibble, on a par with the similarly melancholic lemon
yellow screen behind the main ASB Theatre’s stage, or the
luxuriant ferns flanking it, which gave the impression that
writer and inquisitor had been forced to fight their way through
some sort of dark jungle in order to gain the sanctuary of the
two big spot lit leather armchairs stage centre.
The main point is that the festival proved once again a great
forum for stories and ideas and for some of the best wordsmiths
in the world expressing them. For those attending simply as
readers – and a rough count suggested an overall four or five to
one preponderance of female over male – the programme gave
every opportunity to celebrate writers they had already claimed
as their own or to be entranced by the prospect of finding
new favourites.

“truth” than a reconstruction filtered through the imagination.
McNeish also had a practical tip from his own experience for
many writers affected by writer’s block. During his time living
near remote Kawhia, literary production was blighted for some
time by the distractions of a beautiful view. Pull the curtains, or
shift the desk to face a blank wall: That’s the message.
Another tip, for those seeking a long and productive writing
career, seemed to be to balance time at the desk with physical
activity. Eighty-year-old McNeish, is a keen walker and told me not
long ago that he still plays tennis – “though only doubles now.”
Also a prime example of mens sana in corpore sano is
Auckland’s C.K. Stead, also 80, who, as they say, is still writing
at the height of his powers. Stead confessed that his latest
poetry collection, The Yellow Buoy, was named for the buoy off
Kohimarama Beach which he habitually swims around. Stead
won the biggest round of applause at the session he shared with
daughter Charlotte Grimshaw, when asked how many times he
had rounded the buoy during this last summer season. “A
hundred and forty-seven,” he said, not without some pride. “And
30 times around both buoys.”
Meantime Grimshaw,
whose latest novel
Soon, which portrays a
National Party
politician not entirely
dissimilar to John Key
in not entirely
approving terms, is
winning critical praise
for the sharpness of her
satirical observation of
the rich and the
powerful.

Carlos Ruiz Zafron

The Women’s Bookshop and Unity Books displays looked as
they were doing great business throughout the weekend, and at
each intermission long queues of book-toting fans grew across
the main foyer as authors signed, signed and signed again. No
suggestion here of print books fading out just yet.
CLUES TO THE MUSE
And if readers were well served, there were also plenty of
moments when the writers in the audience could pick up from
the speakers on stage some clues as to the variety of ways in
which successful authors handle their own creative processes.
Bestselling Spanish author Carlos Ruiz Zafon, who is now
working on the fourth in a complex cycle of interlinked novels
– “Think of them as entering a labyrinth from different portals”
– surprised many by confessing to a total reliance on memory in
developing his plots: no complex framework nutted out on a
chart of characters and events. The principle, it seems, is that
the inessential simply drops out. Clearly, the Zafon principle
won’t work for those less blessed in mind.
Our own James McNeish, talking about his recent memoir
Touchstones, was unabashed in admitting more than once that
his own memory is bad, which doesn’t seem to have affected the
quality of the book, or any of his others. Touching on creative
non-fiction, he seemed to be saying that a complete reliance on
literal fact might in some circumstances result in a less valid

C.K. Stead
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She alarmed the session chair, journalist Steve Braunias,
when she revealed she is working on a sequel, dealing with the
media who feed on these same rich and powerful. “We can’t be
having that,” or words to that effect, responded Braunias, whose
relaxed and witty chairmanship of the first such public fatherdaughter session contributed greatly to its success.
LANGUAGE AND LANGUAGES
Not all of those charged
with bringing authors’
hidden gems into
public light did
so well. Publisher
Michael Moynahan’s
shared experience
of India with his
distinguished guest
Anita Desai and
his clearly intimate
knowledge of her
works, failed to
persuade his subject
to give more than
brief responses to his
carefully wrought questions.
Clearly such a public forum
was not the place for a
polite, but very discreet,
Desai to reveal very much
of herself. Though I had
to wonder whether
a little interviewer
silence might have
persuaded Desai
to give a little
more.

Anita Desai
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Above from left: Aleks
Krotoski, BBC & Guardian
digital correspondant,
Fleur Adcock, Charlotte
Grimshaw

Desai writes in English, her third
language after speaking Hindi and
German in childhood, and the
importance of language and languages,
was a theme in many sessions.
It was very explicit in the case of Italian novelist and
translator, Diego Marani. He has not only created a mock
language, Europanto, but based on his work for the European
Commission, readying itself for Finland’s entry to the European
Union, and grappling with the Finns’ totally unfamiliar
language, and the whole nature of linguistics, wrote the novel,
New Finnish Grammar.
Other highlights:
Our own Poet Laureate, Ian Wedde’s self-description of walking
around Ponsonby’s streets, sometimes talking to himself and
writing in a tiny notebook.
Sir Max Hasting’s magisterial lecture – no moderator here –
based on his book, All Hell Let Loose, about the millions of
individuals whose lives were lost or blighted by a Second World
War, whose many complexities and ironies have tended to be
overlooked by more conventional histories.
Poet Fleur Adcock’s admission that “all poets, all writers, are
terrible parasites. We use people and experiences.” Then the
symbiotic corollary, the benefit of such parasitism, in her quiet,
precise readings of some of the poems which have resulted.
Carlos Ruiz Zafon’s unusual working relationship with his
English translator, Lucia Graves – herself a novelist and
daughter of poet Robert Graves, for whom he will sometimes
write complete new passages when neither is happy with the
translations of the originals.
Social psychologist, and student of the internet, Aleks
Krotoski, for quickly disowning the title of her session, and
subtitle of her latest book, What the Internet is Doing To You,
and proclaiming 20 years on that there’s no evidence the web is
rewiring our brains. And, yes, don’t worry too much about our
kids: “They know online creepiness when they see it.” And, yes
again, for the finest pair of guest writer boots. Or at least, so
maintained the obviously entranced bloke sitting next to me.
FRAGILE FREEDOM
A reportedly splendid NZSA-sponsored PEN Freedom of
Expression discussion, chaired by Auckland branch’s James
George, whose theme of how fragile freedom for writers
remains, was underpinned by the presence in the
panel of Masha Gessen, an extraordinarily brave
warts and all biographer of Russia’s Vladimir Putin.

Above from left: Max
Hastings, C K Stead
and daughter Charlotte
Grimshaw with Steve
Braunias. Photo: Gil Hanly

And, for me, highlight of
highlights, the previouslymentioned Scottish-Nigerian
writer Jackie Kay’s
Right: James
McNeish,Right:
frequently hilarious session
Below Right: Ian Wedde
– more laughs here than for
Below: Diego Marani
any standup comedian I’ve
ever heard – which then
turned heartbreaking with her reading of part of her
short story about old age, These Clothes are not
Mine. I’ll definitely be following up on her books.
Beyond that, many sessions I was sorry to be
unable to get to, including Whitbread-winning
novelist Kate Atkinson, travel
writer William
Dalrymple (an
early sellout),
novelists
Edward
Rutherfurd
and Stephanie Johnson and the special
Sunday evening event honouring
Albert Wendt.
An excellent and very successful event,
marked also by a number of local new book
launches. All I can suggest to impecunious
authors is to start now adding to your
book-buying fund the $25 you’ll need to
attend each general admission session
at the 2014 festival. It’s already
being planned.
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Design

Eight reasons why you should consider employing a

graphic designer

Designer Paul Shadbolt says there are good reasons why you should
involve an expert in designing your next book

Expertise
On my first day as a graphic designer
my employer said to me: “Hardware and
software are meaningless without wetware.
Anyone can buy a computer and be trained
to use a design program, but if you want to
design meaningful work, you’ll have to use
the wetware between your ears”.
He was of course referring to the expert
skills and knowledge that an individual
accumulates while working in a particular
field over a period of time. His advice was
good then and is even more relevant in
today’s world where most people have
access to a computer or smart device.
While this new technology is exciting and
allows us to share our creativity with the
world, please remember that taking a
photo using Instagram does not make you
an Annie Liebovitz. Likewise a high score
in Flight Simulator does not mean you
can fly a Boeing 747, nor does making it to
level 10 in Desert Storm qualify you to
operate an assault rifle.
Yes there are online book design
programs, yet they only provide the
software – not the wetware – not the
knowledge and not the expertise. The
most important role an author can perform
for their book is that of being an author.
Choosing to work with a designer will
produce professional-looking results that
are beautiful and marketable, as well as
alleviating you from undue stress. Leave
your book design to someone who is
trained and experienced in creating visuals
that will allow your expertise to shine.
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Objectivity
A collaborative relationship with a designer
has the advantage of an objective set of
eyes. A good designer will have your best
interests and outcome at heart without
being emotionally attached to your work.
They will be able to see your book from a
reader’s point of view and be able to offer
fresh creative options for you. A good
designer should also be able to tell you if
the cover idea that was born during dinner
with a few friends and a bottle of wine
should have stayed at the dinner table.
Process
Most designers will have a structured work
process that will help you to define a brief
that sets clear goals for your
book and ensures all possibilities
and requirements are covered.
This process will be able to set
(and adhere to) an agreed-upon
timeline, outcome and budget.

3

Visual Solutions
There are many visual solutions for a book
cover beyond an image with a title and
this is where working with a designer will
provide maximum results. For example,
a typographical solution can provide an
interesting and cheaper alternative
compared to a photographic
solution. There are a multitude of
print processes like: embossing;
over-glossing,
foiling
and
special inks that will make
a printed book stand out. A
designer will also be able to
provide mock-ups that will
give you a realistic view
of the final concept.
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Typography
Typography is an art form and any good
designer will tell you that it can take a
professional lifetime to master it. If you
think there are just 26 characters in the
alphabet, then you are not seeing those
characters visually. There are literally
millions of typefaces (fonts) to choose
from. Each one has its
own unique nuance
and personality.
A typeface conveys
more than just the sum
(words) of its parts
(letters). It has its own
visual language that
needs a delicate and
considered approach
to its use. If the terms:
kerning,
leading,
Grotesk, pica, pixel
and point size leave
you scratching your
head, then please don’t contribute to the
growing visual landfill of bad typography
that is consuming the world. Typography is
a subject you could write a whole book
about and fortunately Erik Spiekermann
wrote an excellent one called Stop stealing
sheep, which I thoroughly recommend to
anyone with a passing interest in type. For
those with a shorter attention span, hire
out the entertaining documentary film
Helvetica by Gary Hustwit.

5
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Imagery
Do you know your CMYK from your
RGB? Your 300dpi from your 72dpi? Can
you use an image you found on line? Are
royalty free images really free? What’s the
difference between vector art and pixelbased art? Why does an image look so bad
in print when it looked so great on screen?
For answers to all of those questions
I refer you back to the first point in this
list…’Expertise’. A designer will not only
know how to correctly format an image,
they will be able to purchase it, download
it, crop it, tweak it, effect it and manipulate
it to perfection. Get them to give your
author’s biopic a touch–up while they have
Photoshop open.
Final Artwork
More than likely, a finished book will be
rolled out as two versions – one for print
and one for screen. A designer will be
able to design for both analog and digital
publications This is important as each
version will have its own
set of specifications and
unique variables that must
be considered and adhered
to. High quality final artwork
will produce a high quality
final result. Most designers
will also keep a source file of
the final artwork that allows
for future reproduction into
different formats.

7

Marketing
Almost all designers have some
basic knowledge of marketing and
can be helpful in providing
suggestions on how to market
your book. From posters and
invites for book launches to
building online engagement via
social media, your designer will
be able to provide a variety of
marketing collateral to promote your book.
Make sure you ask for a set of good quality
cover images that can be used for both
print and online promotions.

8

When not designing books or
receiving hugs, Paul Shadbolt
can be found ferreting around
in book shops or surfing the
web for visual goodness.
He has designed many
books and proudly displays
them online at his website,
foundationdesign.co.nz.

And finally – be a good client – good

clients with good designers get great results.
Getting a book designed can take time.
Start the process early and instead of
waiting around for a designer, use that
time to finish or hone your book.
Invest time in choosing the right designer
for your project, and then trust them.
Provide a solid brief for your designer to
work from. Include a synopsis of your book
and its structural elements (physical size,
page numbers, etc.). Describe the target
audience, what publishing formats you
want and a timeline with a completion date.
Tell your designer what you do, and
don’t like in a cover. Provide cover samples
if need be.
If designing internal spreads, provide
your designer with sample text that
includes the longest and shortest chapter
headings and any other element that
requires a design style.
When providing the final text file, make
sure that it is clean and unformatted
(particularly if a final format is
an e-book)
Be honest and decisive with your
feedback. Be generous with your praise as
designers are gentle creative souls that
often need a hug!

Good cover design should address two points.
One, the overall look and style of a cover
should reflect the subject matter. And secondly,
there should be a cohesive visual idea to
support the title and/or content. An example
of this is the key and lock motif of Carnelian
Sage’s book which encourages the reader to
‘unlock the missing secret’.
John Saturnall’s Feast is a great example of
an illustrative solution. The colours are rich
and complimentary and the designer has
made clever use of integrating the illustrative
elements with the title.
Finding an image the perfectly conveys a
book’s title can take a lot of time and some
luck, but when it’s done right it can have a
very powerful effect as shown in Charlotte
Rogan’s The Lifeboat.
If the perfect cover image is being elusive,
clever editing of an image combined with a
good idea can produce a striking cover as
shown in Adam Braver’s Misfit.
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Metadata

Essential tips for authors when

k
o
o
b
a
g
p u b li s h i n
Erica Ferris, content liaison executive at ThorpeBowker, explains how the correct metadata will
assist self-publishers to maximize sales.

S

o you have a book and a title?
What’s next? The first step is to
obtain an ISBN.

As you may know ISBNs (or
International Standard Book
Numbers) identify the specific item to ease
discoverability for customers. Without an
ISBN your title may never be found by
book sellers and readers. To self publish
your title you will need an ISBN. ISBNs
can be purchased at http://natlib.govt.nz/
forms/isn. Every unique format of a title
will require a new ISBN. This means that a
paperback title will have a separate ISBN
than your digital title. Getting the word out
about your new title is easy with an ISBN.
In order to gain interest in your book,
customers look to the data linked to your
ISBN. This essential information is known
in the industry as metadata.
SO WHAT IS METADATA?
Metadata sounds boring for some, and
intimidating for others However, it is
simple, and is crucial for the discoverability
of your print and e-book titles. Metadata
technically means data about data. In the
publishing world, this term refers to all of
the information about your book which will
help you make sales. Metadata is all of the
information related to a print publication
or e-book that is used to produce, publish,
distribute, market, promote, find, and
sell the book. This includes very basic
things, such as the ISBN, title, author of
a book, publication date, as well as more
illustrative items, such as the cover jacket
and format. The good news is that getting
the metadata right allows people to find
your book online worldwide. Libraries,
bookstores, search engines, social
networks, and e-book retailers all depend
on metadata to help users find books.
The metadata lifecycle starts with the
publisher creating the metadata. The
publisher then forwards the title data to
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the data aggregators, e-book aggregators,
and wholesalers. Once completed,
metadata is then sent out to the online
retailers, retail stores, libraries, and it
then reaches the readers. Publishers and
authors should also send metadata
directly to the readers themselves,
through direct marketing, author events,
and social media.
Overall, submitting accurate metadata
makes sure that titles are represented
accurately and that the data goes beyond
the basic fields of title, author, publisher
and price. The goal is to make all titles
equally discoverable by displaying
enhanced metadata, available formats, and
all publisher details. Without this
information customers may not be
successful in buying your title.
THE FINE DETAILS
Next, let us discuss in detail the metadata
that helps a customer physically purchase
your title.
• Title and subtitle describe to the
customer what the item is about. A
specific title is much more useful for
getting your book to stand out than a
generic one. (Example: a search for The
Night may bring back dozens of titles.)
Details such as available on CD, the
name of a book series, or indication of
second edition – while helpful to the
consumer, can clog up your title and
subtitle fields – especially as there
are usually other places to indicate
these details.
• ISBN and Publisher name authenticate
the title, validating that the customer
has located a specific item and not a
different book with a similar name.
• Format of your title lets the customer
know if they are buying a paperback,
hardback or e-book. Even with e-books,
there is now a variety of formats and
options for the customer. This is a very
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important component of purchasing
decisions. Ensure you apply an
individual ISBN to each format.
• Price, Vendor of Record, and Publisher
Status let the customer know if the title
is available for purchase, the listed price
and where to purchase the title.
• Publication Date will let the customer
know when the title is available.
ENTICING A PURCHASE
Once a customer is interested in your
title, they look for metadata to describe
more details of your title. This data may
entice them to make a purchase.
• Descriptions are an incredibly important
factor in purchasing decisions.
Studies show that titles with detailed
descriptions are purchased more
frequently than titles without title
descriptions.
• One of the main parts of enhanced
metadata is the cover image. You should
make sure you have a high quality,
appropriately sized cover image.
Metadata recipients may have different
guidelines for images. You should
check with each channel to see their
style guidelines before sending images.
Authors or contributors can be another
useful search tool for customers. When
a reader hears about a new author, often
they search to see all of that author’s
works. Depending on how common your
name is, (example: John Green) the
reader may be confused about which
books are by which author. So it helps
to have an author biography that tells
about you and mentions any other titles
you have written. Also, ensure that
basic information is included in your
bio – such as affiliated organizations,
places of interest, award mentions, and
previous book titles.
• Subjects should be identified from the
BISAC or BIC schemes, which are
commonly used by booksellers.

• Series Title (if applicable) lets readers
know if your books are a series that
contains the same character or
theme throughout.
• Audience codes are general and tell
readers if this is an adult book or a
children’s book.
When you are sure of the above
information it may be a good time to
register your ISBN with Thorpe-Bowker
and think about other avenues to market
your title.
FREE MARKETING THROUGH
THORPE-BOWKER
Being an author, your aim is to maximize
the discoverability of your titles to readers.
Thorpe-Bowker can assist you with this
goal by ensuring that your title
information is exposed. We market your
title with many sectors of the book
industry including libraries, retailers, and
schools. Thorpe-Bowker and its parent
company, Bowker, are the leading
provider of bibliographic data. By
submitting your metadata through
BowkerLink it ensures that your titles will
be exposed to subscribers of Bowker
Books In Print®. This database is used by
over 10,000 retailers and librarians to
make informative book buying decisions.
To be included in this service, just register
your ISBN at: http://www.BowkerLink.
com. We do not charge for the submission
of data as some other aggregators do, and
we offer access to the largest Englishspeaking market in the world. Supplying
data to Thorpe-Bowker is a win-win
situation.
By applying specific and complete
metadata, your title will appear in the
appropriate search results, and will be
higher on the list of results. This is
important for libraries who want to be
able to manage their collections and help
customers. Libraries use our systems,

Erica Ferris

Assisting self-publishers
Erica Ferris, Content Liaison at Bowker, has been working in the publishing
industry for the past three years. She is a graduate from Rutgers University, New
Brunswick, NJ. She currently assists publishers, both large and small, in submitting
their metadata – thus improving the searchability of their titles throughout the
supply chain.
Erica supports Bowker’s Publisher Relations department through webinars and
other educational seminars that Bowker hosts. Erica continues to educate
self-publishers on the importance of metadata and assists them in registering their
titles through Bowker’s online portals. She also works closely with industry standards
and onix guidelines to assess the quality of metadata and returns this advice
to publishers.
such as Bowker Syndetic Solutions™ to
discover books and to enhance their own
library catalogs. In fact, we receive over
100B hits per month on this service.
Thorpe-Bowker truly understands that
libraries, bookstores, search engines,
social networks, and e-book retailers all
depend on metadata to help users find
books, so be sure to deliver the most
complete data to all possible outlets.
MAXIMIZING SALES TO BOOKSELLERS
As an author, your goal is to get your
metadata out to as many potential readers
as possible, which you can do in a few
ways.
• Once the metadata is created, the
publisher then gives the title data-todata aggregators, e-book aggregators
and wholesalers. Once they have
done this, the data then gets sent out
to online retailers, retail stores and
libraries – ultimately reaching the
reader.
• You may also want to visit bookseller
websites yourself and read about their

title submission guidelines.
• Create your own webpage for you as
an author or for each individual title.
Search for your name, book title, and
ISBN on search engines. See what
comes up. Link to those websites from
your own.
• Don’t be shy – authors should also
spread the word about their title
directly to potential readers. You can
connect with readers and other authors
through online reader sites such as
LibraryThing.com and GoodReads.
com. These sites allow users to locate
the title for purchase as well.
• You may also want to think about
creating a blog to market your title.
We hope that we have given you valuable
information and guidance about your
identifying your title in the marketplace.
Should you have any questions about
metadata guidelines or submitting your
title details to Thorpe-Bowker please
contact: bip.bowkerlink@bowker.com
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Viewpoint

Indie publishing
– more demands
but more power
book. Importantly, they can make
more money, too.
Let’s take the points presented
by the pro- traditional supporters.
1. Expertise in making books

Quality control is not the sole
preserve of traditional publishers
as indie publishers can also
hire professional editors, layout
specialists, designers and printers.
The fact that some writers choose
not to do this does not mean that
the indie publishing industry is
second-rate.

Self-publishing may put
more responsibilities
on the author but has
several advantages over
traditional ways, says
Jocelyn Watkin
– freelance writer,
marketing & indie
publishing adviser,
and co-director of The
Story Bridge.

I

’m in favour of more choice
and power for writers, which
are both offered by indie
(independent) publishing. There’ll
always be publishers as more
writers decide to become their
own. The concept that only
traditional publishing houses can
be publishers is outdated.
Indie publishing, a term that
has long replaced self-publishing,
is not the Last Chance Saloon, as
often claimed by the you’re not a
proper author unless published by
a proper publisher lobbyists.
Many writers make a conscious
choice to indie publish, even
those who have current
relationships with a traditional
publisher. Why? Because they
can have more creative control
and power over their work and
can reduce the time required from
crafted manuscript to finished
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2. Carrying all of the costs

Traditional publishers no longer
carry all of the costs. Anyone who
has attended a NZSA meeting in
the last 18 months would have
learned that many writers are now
expected to contribute.
This might not be as hand in
pocket but certainly as unpaid
labour as hands on keyboard.
Writers are often required to be
active with social media and other
networks to build up interest in
themselves and their book.
Sometimes they are also expected
to host their own book launches. It
is rare that writers are offered more
royalties as a result of this work.
If the book doesn’t sell, then it’s
not just the publishers’ problem. If
traditional publishers don’t market
the book effectively, or explore
options to sell it overseas, then
writers lose big time. In addition,
if the publisher allows low-cost
retailers to sell the book below the
market rates – particularly in
prime selling times, then writers
lose again.

via the traditional ways. Sadly,
these options are dying. There
are less book shops than before
and the usual high street book
retailers have relegated good
books to the back of their shops.
Prime position is for toys and/or
products endorsed by celebrities.
Traditional publishers were slow
to embrace the e-book publishing
revolution. As such, they
demonstrated that they didn’t
understand their business or
where the market was moving to.
5. Book champions

Again, anyone who has attended
recent writers’ meetings will
have heard that publishers are
not championing writers or their
books as they did in the past. The
way the public learn about and
buy books has changed. There
are well-established online review
sites, electronic notice boards
and cost-effective ways to market
books, such as with social media
(Twitter, Facebook and blogging).
This means that the traditional
distribution channels don’t work
like they used to and margins are
being squeezed in the process.
While the best publishers may
back authors and their books,
many others don’t – other than
heavily supporting non-authors,
such as celebrities. This is
because of the ready-made fan
base that comes with those
household names.
While an indie publisher must
also learn how to maximise sales
and profits via electronic
marketing and distribution, they
are in the driving seat in terms of
control. Writers can now reduce
the barriers between themselves
and their readers by using social
media. In this way they can have
direct access to their readers,
build on-going relationships with
them – and in a way that
traditional publishers can’t offer.

3. Credibility

6. Initiating books

It’s hard to believe that writers
would ever accept that the only
way for them to have credibility
is via a traditional publisher.
Credibility is built in a number of
ways, not the least of which is the
writer’s own ability to write and to
write well.

Many traditional publishers
now initiate books according to
demands made by the well-oiled
publicity machines of celebrities
and sports champions. This is not
shaping the books we read but
responding to what PR companies
want us to buy.
Successful indie publishers can
initiate books in response to what
their readers actually want. By
using social media, they can

4. Knowing how to market,
sell and distribute books

Traditional publishers have
recognised expertise in selling
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test-market themes and story-lines
with these readers, as they write
their books. In this way, they build
a ready-made audience to sell to,
once they complete their books. I
know of non-fiction writers who
approach their readers (their
audience) with a back cover blurb,
before writing any new book. If
there’s enough interest then they
write the book.
summary– Real choice

Indie publishing offers writers
more choice than traditional
publishing. Up until recently,
this didn’t have to be an either/
or choice. There is a place for
traditional publishers and some
writers still want that option.
However, while the
pro-traditional lobbyists talk about
what best publishers do for writers
(or should do) these publishers are
decreasing in number. Many have
amalgamated and are required to
serve the best interests of their
overseas owners instead.
As such, many writers,
particularly New Zealand writers,
will never be offered a publishing
contract – no matter how good
their writing is. So, what are they
supposed to do?
Indie publishing offers real
choice and opportunity. However,
as with traditional publishers,
there are difficulties and flaws to
be overcome.
If we follow the indie film and
music industries, writers and other
publishing professionals will learn
ways to work together on projects
as required – either paid for what
they do at the time (or as a skill
swap) or via profit sharing. Others
will develop collectives, such as
with New Zealand’s Oceanbooks.
Publishing is not on its way out
but the methods have changed
forever. The good news is that
people are still reading. Even
better news is that writers now
have more control over the
publishing process.
I’m confident that writers have
the ability and determination to
manage that control responsibility.
They don’t need others telling
them or their readers what is best
for them.

Viewpoint

First festival
of words at
surf-town,
Raglan
Raglan author Sarah Johnson
considers the pleasures and pitfalls
of staging a community writers
and readers festival in an
area principally known
for its surf.

C

ollaborative, diverse, communitydriven, inspirational – all powerful
words and all used to describe
Raglan’s first ever readers and writers
festival, Word Café.
Staged over the weekend of May 10 to 12,
Word Café was the brainchild of avid Raglan
reader, Linda Sylvester who – keen to foster
her own writing ambitions – wanted a way to
tap into the local pool of creative writing
talent. The idea snowballed from there until
just over six months later, the town saw
itself hosting a back-to-back line-up of
writers, both local and from further afield.
Those six months were an at-times
frenzied round of planning, networking,
organising, applying for funding, advertising,
scheduling and re-scheduling. But it was
worth it on the day when festival goers
began to arrive from as far afield as Oxford
in Canterbury and every session drew
crowds that not even the most optimistic
committee member could have foreseen.
Not bad for a town whose permanent
population dwindles to around 3,500 during
the winter months and whose national and
international reputation rests on the quality
of its surf!

A DIFFERENT CREATIVITY
Linda says: “Raglan is, and has a reputation
as a very creative place, but so far that’s
tended to revolve around the visual arts and
music. After the stunning response we had
to Word Café, I think we can now say that
writing and reading – which of course is also
creative, are taking their place at the table.”
The festival kicked off on Saturday
morning with a workshop on first steps in
writing for children, run by myself and

another local author, Andre Ngapo. With
numerous other writers in the audience, the
atmosphere was electric, and the discussion
on what makes a great children’s book could
have formed the framework for a textbook.
HAMILTON FEATURES
Hamilton NZSA branch members featured
heavily throughout the day, including
newly-elected chairperson Julie Thomas as
the star-turn on Saturday night, talking about
her soon to be launched novel The Keeper of
Secrets, which was picked up by Harper
Collins US after selling 50,000 copies as an
e-book (see New Zealand Author, issue 292).
Deputy chairperson Tui Allen also presented
to a full house about self-publishing, drawing
on her own experiences with her
self-published novel Ripple (which is
currently under contract with a
Czechoslovakian publisher after she took it
to the Frankfurt Book Fair).
Sarah Shieff, Associate Professor of
English at Waikato University, lent a certain
gravitas to proceedings with her session on
her book about the letters of Frank
Sargeson; former Huntly resident and
best-selling author Deborah Challinor
provided insights into the collaborative
nature of publishing historical fiction; while
Hamilton-based foodie blogger Vicki
Ravlich-Horan described the successful
formula behind her quarterly magazine
Nourish, demand for which has climbed
steadily since it was launched in
September 2010.

HARD WORK PAYS OFF
All of which goes to show the wealth of
writing talent available in the Waikato, says
Linda, who unfortunately was so busy on

the day – handing out name badges, selling
books and directing festival goers – that she
did not get to “tap into” that talent as she
had hoped.
“There’s a huge amount of preparatory
and behind the scenes work that goes into
organising a community festival like this,”
says Linda. “It may look like small fry
compared to a major event like the Auckland
Writers and Readers Festival, but the
voluntary hours and effort that go in are
enormous. It’s pretty exhausting, truth be
told, but we’re already talking about the
next one.”

HELPFUL FUNDING
Word Café was lucky enough to attract
Creative Communities funding, although
because it only came through a matter of
weeks before the festival date, many of the
planned promotional activities could not
go ahead.
“We really pulled the stops out in those
last few weeks to get the word out,” says
Linda. “And that seems to have done the
trick. We were pretty hamstrung before that
in terms of what we could do – having lots of
great ideas but zero budget to work with. We
would have run the festival either way, but
the funding definitely helped and with such
strong ticket sales, we now have a small
pool of seed money for next time to set us
off on a stronger foot.”
To check out what you missed visit www.
wordcaferaglan.co.nz. The Hamilton branch
of the NZSA meets once a month at Café
Fresca in Hamilton. Contact details are on
the NZSA website.
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Copyright

CLNZ and the
business of
distribution

Jackie Hayward, communications manager at
Copyright Licensing New Zealand, explains how
CLNZ distributes Licensing Income

T

hrough our on-going work
with rightsholders including
publishers, authors, illustrators and
photographers, it’s becoming ever more
apparent that many are often unclear
of the full revenue implications of their
respective publishing contracts.
We often find that as well as the
If you want to know if your work has been used as
traditional revenue channel i.e. the
part of the CLNZ licensing scheme, contact CLNZ
sale of their published works, many
on 0800 480 271 or email on distribution@copyright.
are unsure if they may be entitled
co.nz and ask for details relating to your work.
to remuneration when their work
Copyright Agency, Australia, now has the facility for
is copied under a CLNZ license and
writers to register with it to receive direct payments
for the use of its work through the Australian licensing
some have serious concerns that
scheme. Visit http://www.copyright.com.au/memberthey are missing out on revenue.
services/become-a-member/writers

To help to address these
The New Zealand Society of Authors (PEN NZ Inc.)
concerns, we have drafted a brief
has requested that the CLNZ Board look towards
explanation of exactly how CLNZ
following the lead of the Australian counterparts and
facilitate payments direct to authors and publishers.
operates and our relationship with
We look forward to their developments in this area.
rightsholders.
CLNZ: Background
distributed either to the publisher or, in
Copyright Licensing New Zealand (CLNZ)
the case of a self-published author, directly
is the Reproduction Rights Organisation
to the creator of the work themselves.
(RRO) for NZ. RROs appeared globally
When we distribute funds to a publisher it
over the last 30 years, as the technologies
is then their responsibility to on-distribute
emerged that enabled users of content
funds to other eligible rightsholders
to reproduce and share creative works in
according to their written contract.
volume. First photocopiers, then scanners
CLNZ Distributions:
and email have enabled individuals and
An Explanation
groups to reproduce and distribute
The questions we are most often
extracts from printed material for a host
asked include:
of purposes. RROs internationally work via
• Where does CLNZ collect money from?
collective licensing to ensure the copyright
• How does CLNZ know what is being copied?
owners are reimbursed when their material
• How is the money distributed back to
is used in this way. In effect, we represent
rightsholders?
your interests at this level, to collect and
CLNZ receives revenue from two
distribute fees on your behalf.
main sources:
How representative are we? In New
1. Domestic Licensing Fees
Zealand, CLNZ has mandates from the
Here we provide a monitoring and
majority of publishers and we also work
collection function. CLNZ has licenses in
directly with those authors to whom the
place with the majority of New Zealand’s
rights in their works have reverted.
educational institutions: schools,
CLNZ: What We Do
private training establishments (PTEs),
CLNZ is a not-for-profit organisation. We
polytechnics and universities. These
provide licensing income to rightsholders
institutions pay an annual license fee based
when their work is copied under the
on enrolment numbers.
terms of our licenses. These monies are
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2. Overseas RROs
Here we provide more of a distribution
function. Where copying under a similar
licence (to that established in New
Zealand) has taken place overseas and
the copyright owner is in New Zealand,
the licensing fee collected by the overseas
RRO is remitted to CLNZ for distribution in
New Zealand.
Sampling surveys
Clearly, it would be a logistical nightmare
to insist that licence holders keep full
records of every single item they copy
every year. From our point of view, the cost
of processing these records would absorb
any monies available for distribution: no
one would receive anything! Instead, like
the majority of RROs, CLNZ establishes
copying usage via a system of sampling
surveys. These are carried out with a
number of licensees in each licence group;
the licensees surveyed are different each
year. We process the data collected to
establish whose works have been copied,
collate annual distribution figures, and
then pass these to the publishers and
authors whose works have been copied.
Why sampling? It has a number of distinct
advantages to other forms of collection:
• Licensees do not have to participate in
a survey every year
• Licensees are more willing to cooperate if the sampling survey is for a
limited period of time and only occurs
once every five to ten years (depending
on the licensee group)
• CLNZ can work to ensure that copying
records during a sampling period are
complete and accurate
As mentioned, we simply cannot record
everything that is being copied all of the
time (yet!). The way the current process
works is that over a relatively short period
of time, all licensees will be involved in
sampling surveys and the data we obtain is
very much a statistically validated record
of both the volume of copying and the
works being copied.
Where does the money go?
At the end of each accounting period
(calendar year), net revenue generated
from each of CLNZ’s blanket licensing
schemes is transferred into the appropriate
revenue pools (e.g. university, school,
business etc). Once operating costs and a
2% contribution to the Cultural Fund (see
below) are transferred, each pool of money
is then set aside for distribution to the
copyright owners.

©

And we can be quite specific. The
information recorded during the data
collection process provides accurate
bibliographic information about what is
being copied by licence holders. From this
information we can calculate the per page
rate that we then pay back to the creators
of the work being copied.
How is the money distributed?
The data collected from sampling surveys
also impacts how the funds in each pool
are distributed. The fees collected are
either distributed to:
• The publisher, who is then responsible
for sharing the funds as per their
contractual arrangements with other
rightsholders for the work that was
copied, such as authors and artists.
• Where rights have reverted to the
author, the money allocated for the
copying of the work will be distributed
directly to the author.
• If the owner of the work is overseas,
the money will most commonly be
distributed to the RRO in the country
where the rightsholder lives.
There are some territories where there is
no RRO or that the RRO does not accept
money from CLNZ. In these instances,
CLNZ holds the monies in trust for a
specified period. If unclaimed, the monies
go back into the distribution pool.
The Cultural Fund
The Cultural Fund was created to support
NZ’s publishers and authors and provide
financial assistance to see their projects
published. The Cultural Fund currently
contributes towards the CLNZ Writers’
Awards, CLNZ/NZSA Research Grants and
the CLNZ Education Publishing Awards.
Overall
If, as a rights-holder, you have concerns
that you’re not receiving remuneration for
the copying of your work(s) in licensed
organisations – please first review your
contract and/or speak with your publisher
directly. This will help you to confirm what
entitlement you have to licensing payments
from CLNZ.
If you need further information on any
of the matters we have raised in this
article, there is more information on our
website, at:
www.copyright.co.nz/authors
www.copyright.co.nz/publishers
Or contact us on 0800 480 271 or
info@copyright.co.nz

Frankfurt book fair

We had no idea that it
couldn’t be done
Clare Feeney reflects on her success at Frankfurt 2012

T

Clare Feeney is an
emerging speaker and
author on business and
the environment, based
on many years of training
and consulting. Her
first book was picked
up by a UK publisher
at Frankfurt 2012, and
is due to be published
in September this year
as How to Change the
World – A Practical
Guide to Successful
Environmental Training
Programs.
Clare made this
comment regarding her
success at the fair: “I
would never, ever have
got that contract without
the NZSA Frankfurt
venture, and I would
never, ever have got to
Frankfurt without it.”

im Finn had it right: “We had no idea that it couldn’t
be done. We needed to find a like-minded someone
who had no idea that it couldn’t be done”.
A combination of luck, skill and enterprise got a gaggle of
NZSA authors to Frankfurt last year: at somewhat short
notice, New Zealand was chosen as the Guest of Honour;
someone else’s misfortune saw two stands become available,
also at short notice and at a great price; and CEO Maggie
Tarver saw the opportunity to enlist free support from
graphic design tutors struggling to find meaningful
assignments for their students.
Hey presto! – a contingent of new and emerging writers at
the fair; a friendly, classy stand showcasing the works of 40
New Zealand authors; and a beautifully-designed catalogue
for publishers to remember us by.
Recall that celebrities are the only authors that publishers
will traditionally tolerate at book fairs (and if you want to ask if
I queued to see Arnold Schwarzenegger at the other end of
Hall 8, the answer’s no – but that’s only because I didn’t find
out he was there until after he’d gone) and the scale of this
achievement emerges.
EN ZED LEADS THE WAY
There must be hundreds of authors’ societies all round the
world – but it seems none of them thought of representing
their members at the world’s most prestigious book fair.
Maybe it was that scale and prestige that put them off. Yet
it’s not only publishers that attend book fairs: there are
loads of agents and scouts going around – well, scouting
for talent.
And if the Frankfurt Book Fair can showcase
self-publishing systems for e-books and p-books, surely, in
this fast-changing publishing business, the originators of
these creations – the writers – can showcase themselves
and their wares, too.
Once again, New Zealand led the way, because it never
occurred to us that it couldn’t be done. A small collection of
like-minded people got together and did it.
So how can the Society of Authors capitalise on this
achievement? How can it get books by new authors in front
of publishers in a way that has got to be easier for them than
trawling through unsolicited manuscripts, whether
submitted by the avoirdupois or the electron?
Let me count the way – as The Man said: they are limited
only by our ingenuity (and in the case of New Zealanders,
that is pretty much unlimited). I think getting back to
Frankfurt is definitely one of the ways to help writers get
published – whether they want to scope the best
self-publishing systems around, or find a publisher who is
looking for the stuff they want to write.
So, taking a pause for reflection and a bit of loin-girding,
what could the Society do in the lead-up to Frankfurt 2014?
First we need to make the business case. In this world of
The New Zealand Author #293 June/July 2013
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Frankfurt book fair

ever-tightening belts, this isn’t
easy and a cost-neutral model
funded by already
impoverished authors and their
societies is probably the best
we can hope for.
Or is it? At the despair of my
accountant, I am not going to
go further into this, and leave
it in the capable hands of our
CEO. But there’s just one
thing... the exponential success
of crowd-sourced funding
models is taking everyone by
surprise. If there are people
out there prepared to fund
anything from the development
of a photon 3D scanner to a 2nd
Amendment legal defense fund
(more guns, anyone?), then
Frankfurt again in 2014?
surely there will be someone
happy to cough up a
search of the
I have to say that
dollar or two to get
Buchmesse website to
we authors got
New Zealand authors
find a publisher for
on the international
tremendous support in books in two very
stage.
our preparation. But
different genres and
Secondly, we need
deliver other training.
the
short
notice
that
to build the capacity of
Participants can email
gave the Society our
our new and emerging
questions during the
authors to make the
lucky break meant
live sessions and each
most of the
there wasn’t quite
webinar can be
opportunity. Bear with
enough
time
in
our
recorded and hosted on
me on the terminology,
full-on
preparation
a closed channel on
here, please – I’m a
trainer and I can’t help
YouTube or the
schedule to squeeze
it! But I’m not a
Society’s website, so
in some coaching on
cyber-geek, and was,
the details of the all- authors can watch the
frankly, snookered by
webinar again.
important website
the Frankfurt
As an environmental
Buchmesse website.
navigation.
scientist, I’m big on
That thing could put a
data – its capture,
man on the moon, it’s so smart. It took
classification and use. Nikki Harre and
Nikki Harre to crack the code and get
I independently developed databases
us in – and if the two of us hadn’t
to record information – the value of
decided to work together on our
which I fully appreciated only once I
Frankfurt 2012 opportunity, I would
was at the fair. The Society can make
never have done it.
templates for this available every year.
TREMENDOUS SUPPORT
An enduring memory is the fun and
Here I have to say that we authors got
support we authors got from each other
tremendous support in our preparation.
and the fabulous NZSA team – Maggie
But the short notice that gave the
Tarver, Adrian Blackburn and Richard
Society our lucky break meant there
Webster. The best way to learn!
wasn’t quite enough time in our fullIn the words of Tim Finn, “Now the
on preparation schedule to squeeze in
coast
is clear and the case has been
some coaching on the details of the allwon… we’ve lost our fear that it
important website navigation.
couldn’t be done…”. With more
With authors spread all over New
like-minded someones, we can do it
Zealand, we could use webinars
(online seminars) to conduct a live
again. Roll on Frankfurt 2014!
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To Frankfurt or
not to Frankfurt?
The editor does a quick survey of the
opinions of those whose books were
chosen for the 2012 Fair.

W

hether NZSA should officially attend the
Frankfurt Book Fair in 2014 is a decision
the National Council will have to make soon if
there is to be time for it to happen.
Having a stand at the Fair and associated costs
makes for a significant financial outlay but one
that must be seriously considered if NZSA is to
most effectively represent the interests of New
Zealand authors at the beginning of an era when
most writers will have to indie-publish if they are
to be published at all. Assistance with marketing
becomes that much more essential.
Clare Feeney’s success as a result of the Fair
demonstrates what can be achieved, and as we went
to print, another author who attended the Fair was
in the final stages of concluding a contract, also
crediting NZSA’s initiative with her success. Other
positive outcomes could still come about.
As one of the Frankfurt 40 for my YA
adventure novel, immediate visions of
international exposure and the accompanying
riches that would ensue had been effectively
tempered before the Fair by sage advice in NZ
Author, then under the editorship of Adrian
Blackburn. More experienced authors who had
attended this and other book fairs before, spelled
out the realities of the situation and warned
against extravagant expectations. While I’m still
waiting for the international offers, I always felt it
was worth the cost of being involved.
Would others of the ‘40’ feel the same way? To
find out, I recently canvassed them all. It is fair to
say that direct success has come to very few but
while one or two expressed some disappointment,
the vast majority had no regrets and several who
attended were generous in their praise for the
efforts put in by the NZSA team of Maggie Tarver,
Adrian Blackburn and Richard Webster.
CEO Maggie Tarver delivered a lengthy address
on the subject of Frankfurt attendance at the
recent AGM. Her address will be covered in the
next edition of New Zealand Author.
In the meantime, it is reasonable to say that
NZSA’s attendance in 2012 would have taught
valuable lessons which can be put into practice
in the future. And for writers whose creations
might be chosen for any fairs yet to come,
perhaps the message is: ‘While the chances of
international discovery are not high – take your
opportunity, put in the groundwork and the
rewards can be wonderful.’ Brent Leslie – Editor

The quiz master

by John MacKinven

Literary Quiz:

Focus on short fiction

1 Name Paula Morris’s first collection of
short stories, published in 2008.
2 Although she is better known as a
novelist, her first book was a story
collection, jointly published in 1996
by VUP and Picador (UK). It was
shortlisted for the New Zealand Book
Award and took the Best First Book
(Fiction) Award, also later winning the
Geoffrey Faber Memorial Prize in the
UK. What is the writer’s name, and the
title of that first book?
3 This highly respected writer is best
known for his short stories, though he
turned initially to short fiction after being
unable to find a publisher for two early
novels. As well as being the author (or
editor) of many publications (novels as
well as story collections), he has had a
parallel career in teaching. Who is he?
4 From time to time in his short fiction,
the writer in Question 3 above features
a family he has described as ‘nasty
ferret-like people [who] just pop in and
out in peripheral parts of the stories’.
Who are these unpleasant people?
5 At what point did Janet Frame’s doctors
decide not to proceed with her leucotomy
6 This Palmerston North-born writer
attended three creative writing courses at
Victoria University’s International Institute
of Modern Letters. Her first published
story, ‘The Dress’, appeared in 2006
under the pseudonym Anna Horsley; her
first collection, published in 2009, was
called Relief. What is her name?
7 Two collections of linked stories (2000
and 2002), both edited by Gordon
Mclauchlan, showcase the talents of
some of New Zealand’s best-known
writers. What are these two ‘patchwork’
collections called?

classifieds
No responsibility can be accepted by NZ Author for claims
made in these advertisements. Casual rates for up to 30
words, $41+GST, $24+GST for multiple bookings of 4 or
more Payment with booking. Deadline 12 July 2013
Freelance editor Over 30 years’ experience: general
fiction, short stories, thrillers, romances, historicals, sci-fi,
plays, family histories, theses, government documents.
References. Lesley Marshall, Editline, 20 Beverley Cres.,
RD9, Whangarei 0179 Ph (09) 434-6814,
editline@xtra.co.nz. Member NZAMA.
ARE YOU READY TO PUBLISH? Manuscript assessment
and perceptive reporting for Indie Publishers. Professional
layout for eBooks and print. Download the FREE eBook ‘Are
You Ready to Publish?’ from www.polygraphianz.com
Talk to Calum Gilmour, 09 416 1437
Email cgilmour@polygraphianz.com
Norman Bilbrough Manuscript Assessments
Experienced writer, teacher and assessor of fiction (adult,
teenage and children’s) and nonfiction. For brochure contact:
2/144 Mairangi Rd., Wilton, Wellington. ph: 04 4726824
norman@msassess.com or: http://www.msassess.com/
Member NZAMA
Fresh Words Daily: Rae McGregor MA: Author and
experienced creative writing tutor. Assessments for fiction
and non-fiction. For a brochure: Apartment 1105, 85 Beach
Road, CBD, Auckland 1010: (09) 578 0125 or email
mcgregors@xtra.co.nz Member NZAMA
GET PUBLISHED. Writer Julia Millen and editor/designer
Lynn Peck offer professional publishing services for
short-story collections, personal/family memoirs, local
histories. Contact: Writes Hill Press (04)4767370 or email:
lynn@writeshillpress.co.nz
GEOFF WALKER PUBLISHING CONSULTANT
Highly experienced former Penguin NZ publisher. I offer
editing, manuscript assessment, publishing consultancy,
self-publishing/e-book options. Fiction and non-fiction.
Member NZAMA. Contact: geoffwbooks@gmail.com,
09-3788875.
JOHN MACKINVEN WRITER & EDITOR Offering editorial
and writing services. Approachable, highly qualified (MCW)
and experienced freelance editor and ghostwriter.
Phone (09) 378 8100 or email manmack@clear.net.nz
SELL YOUR BOOK INTERNATIONALLY. I will convert your
manuscript to the right eBook and print formats. Learn more
at BookFormatter.co.nz Quote "Author06" for a 10% discount.
Lis Sowerbutts (04)4773904 Lis@BookFormatter.com
Writers’ Retreats

8 Who twice won the Sunday Star-Times
Short Story Award (1997 & 1999),
the BNZ Katherine Mansfield Award
in 2007, and had his first collection of
short stories, Fish ’n’ Chip Shop Song, go
immediately to number one on the New
Zealand best-selling fiction list?

Michael King Writers’ Centre, Devonport, Auckland
– Accommodation for writers. Bedroom with private bathroom
and desk. Broadband. Suitable as a quiet place to work or as
a base for research in Auckland. Shared living areas, usually
with one other writer in residence. $195 per week ($170 for
NZSA members), incl GST. One week minimum. Lounge may
be available for small literary events.
Apply to administrator@writerscentre.org.nz
or phone 09 445 8451.

9 André Ngapo won both the 2008 Sunday
Star-Times Short Story Award Open
Division and the Best Unpublished Writer
section with which story?

Foxton Beach, near Palmerston North. Three-bedroom
house with view available for pleasant, peaceful writing. $14
p/night to cover expenses. For NZSA and NZ Writers Guild
members. Ph Peter & Dianne Beatson (06)356-8251.

10 ‘When Mr Blackie took bad again that
autumn both he and Mrs Blackie knew
that it was for the last time.’ These are
the opening words of which much-loved
story, first published in the New Zealand
Listener in 1965, and since widely
anthologised?

Writers’ Retreat 18-20th October 2013. Mount
Richmond Estate. Rai Valley, Marlborough.Spaces filling fast.
Please register early. Registration forms and enquiries to: Dot
Scott, 60D McLauchlan Street, Blenheim.
Email dotscot@kinect.co.nz Phone: (03) 578 8029

Answers on page 24

Miscellaneous
Drama assessments: write to Playmarket, Box 9767,
Wellington, or email info@playmarket.org.nz.

NZSA

Manuscript

Appraisal

Service
Now open for 2013
The NZSA
Manuscript
Appraisal Service,
sponsored by
Creative New
Zealand, can assist
writers who have
completed part or
all of a manuscript
by providing them
with a professional
overview of their
unpublished work.
The service is
available to all New
Zealand writers,
and is subsidised
for NZSA
members. It offers
a short assessment
of an extract
of work.
In 2013 we are able
to offer 28 appraisals
for writers of
all genres.
The service runs
throughout the year.
To take advantage of
this popular service,
contact

programmes@
nzauthors.org.nz,
or download forms
from our website

www.authors.org.nz
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Walker at large

Is indie publishing
becoming respectable?

stories. 6. Anna Taylor. 7. Morrieson’s Motel and The Littledene Club Final. 8. Carl Nixon. 9. ‘Te Pou’. 10. ‘The Silk’ by Joy Cowley.

QUIZMASTER ANSWERS: 1. Forbidden Cities. 2. Emily Perkins: Not her real name. 3. Owen Marshall. 4. The Ransumeens. 5. After they’d learned that she had won a prize for a collection of her short

(Pen New Zealand Inc) Te Puni Kaituhi o Aotearoa

NZSA is an association of more than 1520 writers working
together to improve conditions for New Zealand writers. NZSA
also works on behalf of writers everywhere whose freedom of
expression is endangered.

I’m fascinated by the way selfpublished authors have so quickly
become part of the publishing
landscape, both here and overseas.
How long has it taken? Eighteen
months? Suddenly, it seems, selfpublishing has become respectable.
So I was much taken with a recent
item on the website of Booksellers
New Zealand aimed specifically at selfpublished authors. Entitled A guide to
promoting your self-published book,
it included all sorts of information that
self-publishing authors should know
if they want to sell their book through
local booksellers.
It includes information such as
making sure the book has its free ISBN,
that it has a one-page information
sheet, that it is registered free with
Nielsen BookData Online (which
means any bookseller can look it
up for a customer on their in-store
computer), how the bookseller discount
system works, and so on. And it
offered information on how to utilise
Booksellers NZ’s considerable online
services. You can locate this document
on their website: www.booksellers.
co.nz, although I must say it’s not easy
to find.
EXCELLENT SERVICE
I mention this Bookseller New Zealand
initiative not only because I think it is
an excellent service to self-publishing
authors (OK, we’ll call them ‘indies’,
many are insisting on it) but because
it’s further evidence that self-published
authors are increasingly becoming a
publishing presence.
I hope indie authors take advantage
of this initiative. Getting your book
distributed, marketed and sold remains
the biggest obstacle to self-publishing
success. If your book is aimed at a
narrow target audience and you think
you can reach them through specialist
channels, then good on you, you’re

one of the fortunate few. But if you’re
depending on booksellers for your
sales, then going about it the right way
is critical.
Also critical, of course, is the
professional quality of the book itself.
We’ve come a long way since selfpublishing meant poorly edited, poorly
designed, cheaply printed books that
were the delight only of the writer.
These days many – but not all – of
the indie-published books look more
professional, with design/production
companies such as Mary Egan in
Auckland playing an important role.
PROFESSIONAL ASSISTANCE
That’s what the indie-published author
should be aiming for. I find myself
emphasising this again and again to
authors: a self-published book must
be professionally edited and designed,
and printed to a good standard. Ideally
it should receive an expert manuscript
assessment beforehand as well.
In editorial terms a self-published
book must have proper, formal ‘prelim’
pages with plenty of space, an imprint
page and a contents page. If it is nonfiction it may need acknowledgement
and reference sections at the back
and an index if that’s appropriate (it
usually is). There’ll need to be an
author biography (which should be
short rather than long). And of course
that ISBN.
And I’ll make my usual plea here
for the highest editing standards. A
good editor is vital. Editing your own
work reminds me of that remark much
quoted by lawyers that ‘the defendant
who represents him or herself has a
fool for a client’.
Yes, of course it will cost money,
but every cent will be worth it. If you
want your book to be taken seriously it
must meet the same standards that a
traditional publisher would apply.
© Geoff Walker

Geoff Walker is a former publishing director of Penguin New Zealand, now working as
a freelance editor, writer and publishing consultant. geoffwbooks@gmail.com

National Council Delegate: Diana Menefy
Branch Chair: Kathy Derrick kderrick@xtra.co.nz
Secretary: Phyll Holroyd phyll.margaret@gmail.com

The Northland Branch meets on the 3rd Saturday of every
month, except for January. Meeting venues change monthly
so please contact the chairperson or secretary to find the next
location.Ph Daphne (09)434 6701 or Lesley (09)434 6814

Auckland Branch

National Council Delegate: Adrian Blackburn
Branch Chair: James George
Secretary: Thomas Lodge thlodge@yahoo.co.uk

Branch meetings: 1st Friday of the month. 6.15pm at Room
WT1211, 12th Floor, AUT Tower, cnr Rutland and
Wakefield Street, Auckland.

Hamilton Branch

National Council Delegate: Adrian Blackburn
Branch Chair: Julie Thomas musicworksnz@hotmail.com
Secretary: Jeff Taylor robyn.jeff@xtra.co.nz

The Hamilton branch meets every third Sunday at 1.30pm at
Cafe Fresca, 78 Allison Street (off Kahikatea Drive), Hamilton.
Entrance at back of building.

Central Districts Branch

National Council Delegate: Anna Mackenzie
Branch Chair: Jill Robinson jill.robinson@xtra.co.nz
Secretary: Carmel Hurdle carmelhurdle@yahoo.co.nz
Membership Secretary: Adele Broadbent

adelebroadbent@slingshot.co.nz
Branch meets four times a year, usually on Sunday pm.
Visitors welcome.

Bay of Plenty Branch

National Council Delegate: Bruce Erasmus

brucelerasmus@gmail.com

Branch Chair: Jenny Argante wordwizard41@xtra.co.nz
Secretary: Jenny Argante wordwizard41@xtra.co.nz

Branch meets 3rd Monday of every month. Tauranga venue is
The Alzheimer’s Society House, 116 13th Avenue, Tauranga.
Five meetings a year will be scheduled elsewhere within the
region. Check Branch Page on Website for full details

Wellington Branch

National Council Delegate: Rosemary Wildblood
Branch Chair: Maggie Rainey-Smith (04) 562 8958

maggie@at-the-bay.com
Secretary: Vivienne Ball viviennemayball@gmail.com
Meetings are at Thistle Inn, Mulgrave Street, Wellington

Top of the South Branch

National Council Delegate: Jean Gorman

jean_gorman@ihug.co.nz

Branch Chair: Dot Scott dotscotkinect.co.nz
Secretary: Jean Gorman jean_gorman@ihug.oc.nz

The branch committee meets monthly in Nelson or Blenheim, and
regular events are held in Nelson, Marlborough and Golden Bay.

Canterbury Branch

National Council Delegate: Jenny Haworth
jjhaworth@xtra.co.nz
Branch Chairs: Kathleen Gallagher doygalpress@yahoo.com
Secretary: Bronwen Jones bronwenj@xtra.co.nz
Branch meets monthly.
Contact Jenny Haworth for dates and times.

Otago/Southland Branch

National Council Delegate: Karen Trebilcock
ak.trebilcock@xtra.co.nz
Branch Chair: Kyle Mewburn nzsaotagosouthland@gmail.com
Secretary: Karen Trebilcock ak.trebilcock@xtra.co.nz
Branch meets on first Monday of the month.

For details of Branch meetings contact the Branch Secretary
NZ PEN Centre
PEN International Representative: Dr Nelson Wattie
WiP Co-ordinator: Lesley Marshall
Consultancy Service: Contact the National Office
Copyright Licensing New Zealand: Vanda Symon,

Tony Simpson and Stephen Stratford
We also have representatives on the Copyright Council, the
Book Council International Writers Committee, the NZ Book
Awards Management Group, the PLR Advisory Group, the
CLNZ Non-fiction Award Management Group, the Whitireia
Polytechnic Advisory Committee, the Burns Fellowship
Selection Committee and we have a National LIANZA Liaison
Representative.

